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To all, whom it maj7 concern: 
Beit known that I, HIRAM W. MERWINE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Ash 
land, in the county of Schuylkill and State of 

5 Pennsylvania, have invented a new and useful 
Saw-Clamp and File-Guide, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
My invention is an improvement in saw 

clamps and file-guides; and the object of my 
Io invention, is to provide means for filing a 

saw properly without changing the position 
of the saw in the clamp; and a further object 
is to provide adjustable means for regulating 
the position of the file in the file-guide to pro 
vide for giving the proper pitch and bevel to 
the saw-teeth; and a still further object is to 
provide a device of this kind which will enable 
an untrained hand to properly file a saw, the 
pitch and bevel having been adjusted for him. 
My invention consists of the novel features 

of construction and combination of parts here 
inafter described, particularly pointed out in 
the claims, and shown in the accompanying 
drawings, in which 
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practical application of my device. Fig. 2 is 
a plan view of the file guide, showing the 
means for adjusting the file for the required 
bevel. Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view show 

3o ing the means for clamping the Saw-blade. 
Fig. 4 is a view in elevation showing the 
means for supporting the saw-blade back, the 
saw and clamp being in section. Fig. 5 is an 
outline view showing the cam-lever in un 
locked position, and Fig. 6 is a similar view 
showing the cam-lever in locking position. 

In the drawings, A represents a horseshoe 
shaped brass bracket having an outwardly 
extending flange A along one edge. To the 
ends of the bracket are secured depending 
spring-steel strips A. One of these strips is 
longer than the other, and adjacent the lower 
end of the shorter strip the longer one is 
bent inward and then bent downward parallel 
to and in contact with the shorter strip, and 
the end portion of the longer strip is bent 
over the end of the shorter strip, extending 
beyond and at a right angle to the shorter 
strip, as at A. On the shorter strip and above 

5o and parallel to the bent end A is a lug A'. 
A set-screw A' works through the portion A 
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and file-guide. 

Figure 1 is a perspective view showing the 

and clamps the bracket and strips to the edge 
of a table or work-bench. Two of these 
brackets are used, and the parts above de 
scribed serve as supports for the saw-clamp 

Pivoted at the top of each bracket to the 
flange A is a curved bar B, the bar being piv 
oted intermediate its ends, and each end of 
the bars extends beyond a side of the tracket. 
Parallel wire rods B connect the ends of the 
two bars, the rods and bars forming a rocking, 
frame. A set-screw Bat the pivotal point of 
each bar serves to prevent the frame from 
swinging, as by tightening said screw the 
frame can be held at any inclination to which it may be adjusted. 
On each rod B is arranged a sliding plat 

C, the ends of the plate being turned down 
ward and perforated, the rod passing loosely 
through said perforations. Midway its ends 
each plate has a lateral perforated projection 
C on one side. A straight bar C is formed 
with slots C" adjacent each end and adapted 
to be brought into alinement with the perfo 
rations of the projections C. 

Acylindrical bar C" of considerable length 
is provided and is adapted to slide in sleeves 
C. Each of these sleeves has a vertical rod 
C” extending upward from it, and each rod 
passes through the perforation of one of the 
projections C and through one of the slots of 
the bar C. Over the upper end of each of 
these rods, the upper part of each rod being 
reduced and threaded, fits a thumb-screw C. 
These thumb-screws not only serve to hold the 
bar C" suspended below the rods D'and trans 
verse to same, but also secure the bar Cinpo 
sition on the plates C. It is further to be ob 
served that the slots in the bars C permit, 
when the thumb-screws are loosened, sliding 
movement of one plate C with reference to 
the other plate, and thus the bar C can bear 
ranged diagonally across the rods B and the 
direction of its inclination changed, as shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 2. It will be also noted 
that the bar C" is always parallel with the bar 
C and an adjustment of the latter will also ad 
just the former. Handle-pieces Chave sock 
ets adapted to receive ends of a file, with suit 
able screws for clamping the ends in the sock 
ets, and each socket has an upwardly-extend 
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ing arm C', and each arm carries at its upper 
end a sleeve C", these sleeves sliding on the 
bar Cand being clamped to it by suitable set 
screws. It is obvious that by sliding one or 
both sleeves the handles can be adjusted to 
ward or away from each other, thus accom 
modating files of different length, and it will 
also be noted that the file C' is held parallel 
with the bars C and C. 

Adjacent the upper ends of the shorter plates 
A the ends of a metal plate D are secured to 
the bracket A, and secured to the inner face 
of the plate D is a strip of hard wood D'. A 
metal plate D, preferably spring-steel, has its 
intermediate portion arranged parallel with 
the plate D. This plate is longer than the 
plate D and adjacent the ends is bent inwardly, 
the end portions being bent outwardly, as at 
D', and horizontally slotted, as at D. This 
construction forms a bow portion at each end 
of the plate D', and this bow portion is ar 
ranged between the side members of the 
bracket A. The side members of each bracket 
opposite the member to which the plate D is 
attached are slotted, and in this slot fits the 
cam E of a cam-lever E. Apintle is arranged 
transverse to this slot and serves as the pivot 
on which the cam works and also supports the 
plate D, passing through a slot ID". The plate 
D also carries a piece of hard wood D' on its 
inner face. Secured at intervals to the plates 
DD" are the ends of U-shaped brackets F, 
which depend from the plates D, and in the 
bows of these brackets work thumb-screws F. 
the ends of which are adapted to engage the 
back of a saw G, held by the clamp. 
The device herein described is used as fol 

lows: The saw being arranged between the 
wood pieces D', the cam-levers are drawn 
downward, forcing the plate D* toward the 
plate D and gripping the saw firmly between 
the strips D'. The screws F are adjusted to 
support the back of the blade. The frame, 
composed of the bars Band rods B", is adjust 
ed by means of the thumb-screws B to give 
the required pitch to the saw-teeth, and the 
plates C are adjusted with reference to each 
other to give the bevel. This being done, the 
Saw can be filed properly without having to 
take it from the clamp during the operation 
and without risk of one tooth being pitched 
or beveled differently from another. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is 

1. The combination with a saw-clamp, of an 
adjustable frame comprising parallel bars ar 
ranged above said clamp, a sliding plate on 
each bar of said frame, rods carrying sleeves 
depending from said plates, a bar sliding in 
said sleeve, handles adjustably connected to 
Said bar said handles being adapted to hold a 
file, and means for Securing the sliding plates 
in position with reference to each other. 

2. The combination with a saw-clamp, of 
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brackets carrying said clamp, curved bars piv 
oted to said brackets, means for clamping the 
bars to the brackets, parallel bars connecting 
the ends of the curved bars, and means for 
holding a file at an angle to said saw-clamp, 
said means being slidably held to the parallel 
bars. 

3. A device of the kind described compris 
ing brackets, a saw-clamp arranged between 
Said brackets, bars Secured to the brackets, 
means for adjusting the inclination of said 
bars, straightparallel bars connecting the ends 
of the bars secured to the brackets, a plate ad 
justably carried by each of said bars, means 
for locking said plates in their adjusted posi 
tion with reference to each other, sleeves de 
pendent from said plates, a bar sliding in said 
sleeves, and handles adjustably carried by said 
sliding bar, Said handles being adapted to hold 
a file. 

4. In a device of the kind described, a frame 
comprising parallel bars, plates adjustably 
mounted on said bars, a slotted bar connect 
ing Said plates and permitting their independ 
ent adjustment, means for locking the slotted 
bar at an angle to the parallel bars, dependent 
sleeves arranged below the plates, a bar slid 
ingly held in said sleeves, said sliding barbe 
ing parallel with the slotted bar, and means 
carried by the sliding bar for holding a file. 

5. A device of the kind described compris 
ing an adjustable frame having parallel bars, 
plates adapted to slide on said bars, a bar ad 
justably pivoted to and resting transversely 
across said plates, means for slidably holding 
a bar below and parallel to the pivoted bar 
mentioned, and means for securing a file be 
low the sliding bar. 

6. A device of the kind described compris 
ing two horseshoe-shaped brackets, means for 
Securing said brackets to the edge of a bench, 
a clamp arranged horizontally between and 
supported at the ends by the brackets, said 
clamp being adapted to hold a saw-blade, U 
shaped hangers depending from said clamp, 
thumb-screws working in the bow portion of 
Said hangers and adapted to support the back 
of a saw, and means carried by the upper part 
of the brackets for adjustably holding a file 
slidably above and transverse to the saw 
clamp. 

7. A device of the kind described compris 
ing brackets, means for holding a saw arranged 
between said brackets, a frame pivoted to the 
brackets and having parallel bars, plates slid 
ing on Said bars, rods depending from said 
plates, and having sleeves at their lower ends, 
a bar sliding in said sleeves, handles having 
Sockets, each Socket having an upwardly-ex 
tending arm, and means for adjustably secur 
ing said arms to the sliding bar. 

HIRAM W. MERWINE. 
Witnesses: 

WILLIAM A. MERWINE, 
REILLY MERWINE. 
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